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Abstract
Resolvability of spaces whose extent (spread) is less than the dispersion character is investigated.
A space X with a π-network of regular closed subsets such that ∆(X) > pext(X) is ℵ0-resolvable,
and a space Y such that ∆(Y) > ps(Y ) is maximally resolvable. In particular, assuming the negation
of the continuum hypothesis, a (hereditarily) Lindelöf connected space is (maximally) ℵ0-resolvable.
An example of a Hausdorff countably compact irresolvable space is constructed. In [V = L] every
dense in itself Baire space is ℵ0-resolvable.
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1. Introduction
Hewitt [9] (Ceder [3]) called a topological space (τ )-resolvable, if it can be represented
as a union of 2 (τ ) dense disjoint subsets. A space X is maximally resolvable, if it is ∆(X)-
resolvable, where the dispersion character, ∆(X), of X is the minimum of cardinalities of
its nonempty open subsets. Throughout the paper we assume all spaces to be T1 and dense
in themselves. Resolvable and related spaces have been studied extensively beginning with
works of Hewitt [9] and Katetov [10]. Pytkeev proved in [17] that Hausdorff k-spaces
are maximally resolvable; Comfort showed in [4] that regular countably compact spaces
are ℵ0-resolvable. In this paper, we introduce a technique which allows us to generalize
Comfort’s result to the case of spaces whose extent is small compared to the dispersion
character. In particular, every Lindelöf space of dispersion character at least ℵ2 and every
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regular countably compact space are proved to be ℵ0-resolvable (Section 3). Since every
Tychonoff connected space has dispersion character at least c, it also allows us to give a
partial answer to an old problem of the resolvability of Tychonoff connected spaces. An
example of a Hausdorff connected not resolvable space (in fact a much stronger result)
was given by Padmavally [16]. This example as well as our example of a Hausdorff
countably compact space which is not resolvable (Section 3) highlight a deep difference
in the resolvability of Hausdorff and regular spaces. A similar technique permits us to
prove the maximal resolvability of spaces whose spread is small compared to the dispersion
character (Section 2). Kunen, Szymanski and Tall proved in [11,12] that in [V = L] every
dense in itself Baire space is resolvable. We modified this result in Section 3 to show
the ℵ0-resolvability of such spaces. Hewitt [9] called a topological space irresolvable
(an SI-space) if it is not resolvable (if it contains no resolvable subsets). We will call a
space hereditarily not τ -resolvable if it contains no τ -resolvable subsets. El’kin [5] proved
that for any cardinal τ , any space is a disjoint union of an open hereditarily not τ -resolvable
subset and a τ -resolvable subset (one of them can be empty). An equivalent formulation
is that any space is τ -resolvable if and only if it has a π -network of τ -resolvable subsets.
Illanes [7] proved that a space is ℵ0-resolvable if and only if it is n-resolvable for any
finite n. These statements will be especially important for us, and we will call them El’kin’s
and Illanes’ Theorems respectively. For any ordinal τ ,Aτ denotes a τ -closure of a subsetA
of the space X: Aτ =⋃{Y : Y ⊆ A and |Y | τ }. The spread s(X) (extent ext(X)) of the
space X is the supremum of cardinalities of discrete (discrete and closed) subsets of X.
Following Bourbaki, we call a space X isodyne, if ∆(X)= |X|.
Definition 1.1. We will call the pseudospread, and denote by ps(X), the minimal
cardinal τ+ such that X contains no discrete subset of cardinality τ . In other words,
ps(X) = s(X)++ if s(X) is not attained, and ps(X) = s(X)+ otherwise. A pseudoextent
(denoted by pext(X)) is the minimal cardinal τ+ such that X contains no discrete closed
subset of cardinality τ .
The Main Definition 1.2. For cardinals µ and ν we will call the (µ, ν)-trace and denote
by trµ,ν(X) the set {x ∈X: for any A⊂X, if |A|<µ, then x ∈X \Aν}.
The following properties of the (µ, ν)-trace follow from its definition.
Lemma 1.3. Let µ1  µ and ν1  ν, then trµ1,ν1(X) ⊆ trµ,ν(X). If ν < µ, then the set
trµ,ν(X) is ν-closed in X.
2. Maximal resolvability and spread-type properties
Proposition 2.1. Let ν < |Y | and let the set tr|Y |,ν(Y ) be dense in the space Y . Then Y is
maximally resolvable.
Proof. Let µ= |Y |, τ = | trµ,ν(Y )|. Let {yβ : β < τ } be a numeration of trµ,ν(Y ), K is the
lexicographic product µ× τ , and K′ = {(α,β) ∈K: α  β}. Let for some (γ, δ) ∈K′ and
for all (α,β) < (γ, δ) disjoint sets Zα,β be constructed such that Zα,β ⊂ Y , |Zα,β | ν, and
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yβ ∈ Zα,β . Then for Fγ,δ =⋃{Zα,β : (α,β) < (γ, δ)} it follows that |Fγ,δ|<µ, therefore
by the definition of the (µ, ν)-trace there exists a subsetZγ,δ of Y \Fγ,δ such that yδ ∈Zγ,δ
and |Zγ,δ| ν. So sets Zγ,δ can be chosen for all (γ, δ) from K′. Now for each α from τ ,
let Yα be the set
⋃ {Zβ+α,β : β < τ }. It is clear that the sets Yα are disjoint and dense in
Y . ✷
Definition 2.2. For cardinals µ, ν and a point x of a space X we define a (µ, ν)-stem
family, stµ,ν(x,X), to be a disjoint family {Aα ⊂X: α ∈ µ} of subsets of X of cardinality
not greater than ν such that for any subset T of µ of cardinality µ, x ∈⋃{Aα: α ∈ T }. The
(µ, ν)-stem of X, also denoted by stµ,ν(X), will be the set of all points of X for which a
(µ, ν)-stem family exists (and is fixed).
The (µ, ν)-stem has properties similar to that of the (µ, ν)-trace. It is easy to see that
trµ,ν(X)⊆ stµ,ν(X) if ν < µ, and that stµ,1(X) is the set limτ (X) (or τ -limit of X) of the
limits of subsets of X of cardinality µ. In particular, stℵ0,1(X) is the set of the limits of
countable convergent sequences. Although Proposition 2.3 is formulated in terms of the
(µ, ν)-stem, we will use it only in the particular cases of the (µ, ν)-trace and the ℵ0-limit.
Propositions 2.1 and 3.13 are valid if the (µ, ν)-trace is replaced by the (µ, ν)-stem as
well, but we will use only “trace” versions.
Proposition 2.3. If ν < µ and stµ,ν(Y )= Y , then the space Y is µ-resolvable.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that any nonempty open subset U of Y contains a µ-
resolvable subset. Let x ′ ∈ U , F0 = {x ′}, Z0 = Z0,x ′ where Z0,x ∈ stµ,ν(x ′,U), and
G0 = F0 ∪ Z0. Let, for some ordinal β ∈ µ and all ordinals α < β , subsets Gα of U
of cardinality not greater than |α| × ν be chosen. Then the set Fβ =⋃{Gα: α < β} has
cardinality not greater than |β| × ν < µ, and, according to the definition of the (µ, ν)-
stem, there exists a disjoint family {Zβ,x ⊂ U \ Fβ} of subsets of U \ Fβ such that for
each point x from Fβ , Zβ,x ∈ stµ,ν(x,U). Let Zβ =⋃{Zβ,x: x ∈ Fβ } and Gβ = Fβ ∪Zβ .
Then |Gβ | = |Fβ | + |Zβ | |β| × ν. So disjoint sets Zα,x can be chosen for all α ∈ µ and
corresponding x . By the construction, for any α ∈ µ, x ∈Zα , and for any subset B of µ\α
of cardinality µ, x ∈⋃{Zβ,x: β ∈B}. Therefore, for disjoint subsets Aα , α ∈ µ of µ of
cardinality µ, the sets Yα =⋃{Zβ : β ∈Aα} are subsets of U that are disjoint and dense in
their union. ✷
A space X is called left (see [8,1]), if there exists a well-ordering {xα: α < β} of its
points such that for any ordinal γ < β , the initial segment {xα: α < γ } is closed in X.
Every topological space contains a dense left subspace (see [8]). We will use the following
generalization of this notion for spaces of regular cardinality.
Definition 2.4. Let τ be a regular cardinal and let A ⊆ X. We will call the increasing
system {Aα ∈ A: α < τ } of closed subsets of X a τ -left representation system on A,
if for each ordinal γ < τ , |Aγ | < τ and Aγ+1 \ Aγ = ∅, and for each limit ordinal
δ < τ , Aδ =⋃{Aβ : β < δ}. A set A is τ -left representative (or left representative for
a cardinal τ ), if there exists a τ -left representation system on A.
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Lemma 2.5. If a space Y is left-representable for a regular cardinal µ = |Y |> pext(Y ),
then trµ,pext(Y )(Y ) = ∅.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Let ν = pext(Y ), and let the family {Yα: α < µ} be a left-
representation system on Y . We denote
⋃{Yα : α < µ} by Y ′. Then for each y in Y
there exists a subset Zy of Y ′ such that |Zy | < µ and y /∈ Y ′ \Zyν . For each A ⊆ Y , let
ZA = {Zy : y ∈A}. Fix an ordinal α0 <µ. Then |ZYα0 |<µ since |ZYα0 |<µ and since µ
is a regular cardinal. Therefore, there is an ordinal α1, α0 < α1 <µ, such that ZYα0 ⊆ Yα1 .
In the same way, there is an ordinal α2, α1 < α2 < µ, such that ZYα1 ⊆ Yα2 , etc. It then
follows for α = sup{αn: n ∈ ω}, that ZYα = Yα . This argument also shows that the index
set A = {α < µ: ZYα = Yα} is closed unbounded in µ. Now for every α < ν, pick xα
in Yβ(α)+1 \ Yβ(α), where β(α) denotes the αth element of A. We show that the set Z =
{xα: α < ν} is discrete and closed in Y . For otherwise, the assumption ν = pext(Y ) would
be contradicted. Fix y ∈ Y . If y /∈ Y ′, then there is γ < µ such that Z ⊆ Yγ . Yγ is closed
in Y , so y /∈ Z. If y ∈ Y ′, let δ be the smallest ordinal such that y ∈ Yδ . Then δ is a successor
ordinal, and y /∈ Z ∩ Yδ− since Yδ− is closed in Y . Also, y /∈ Z \ Yδ since Y \Yδ is ν-closed
in Y and |Z| = ν. Now, the fact that |Z ∩ (Yδ \ Yδ−)| 1 implies that y /∈Z \ {y}. ✷
Lemma 2.6. Let τ be a regular cardinal and let Y be a left space such that s(Y ) < τ  |Y |.
Then
(a) Y contains a subset A such that ∆(A) τ .
(b) If also τ > ps(Y ), then A is also τ -resolvable.
Proof. Let U be the family of all open subsets of Y of cardinality less than τ . Since
hl(Y ) = s(Y ), there is a subfamily V of U of cardinality less than τ and with the same
union (see [1]). So |⋃U | < τ , and it follows for Z = Y \⋃U that ∆(Z)  τ . If also
τ > ps(Y ), then any subset of Z of cardinality τ contains a left-representable space B for
|B| = τ . By Lemma 2.5, trτ,pext(B)(B) = ∅ so trτ,ps(Z)(B) = ∅. Therefore |Z \ C| < τ ,
where C = trτ,ps(Z)(Z). Hence trτ,ps(Z)(C) = C and by Proposition 2.3 the space C is
τ -resolvable. ✷
Theorem 2.7. If for each element s of a π -network S of a space X, |s|> ps(s), then X is
ℵ1-resolvable.
Proof. Each element s of S contains a ℵ1-resolvable subset by Lemma 2.6, therefore the
space X is ℵ1-resolvable by El’kin’s Theorem. ✷
Theorem 2.8. Let µ be a cardinal and let for any element s of some π -network S of a
space X, ps(s) < µ |s|. Then X is µ-resolvable.
Proof. Assume that X is not µ-resolvable. Then some nonempty open subset U does not
contain any µ-resolvable subset.
First, assume that µ is a regular cardinal. Let X0 be a dense left subset of U . If X0
contains a nonempty open subset of U , then X0 contains some elements s′ of S. s′ contains
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a µ-resolvable subset according to Lemma 2.6. This is a contradiction. Hence U \X0 is
dense in U , and it contains a dense left subset X1. Repeating the same argument, we can
find an ordinal β , a nonempty open subset V ⊆ U , and a disjoint family {Xα : α < β} of
left subsets of U such that V ⊆⋃{Xα: α < β}. Then |β|<µ according to our assumption.
Fix s′′ ∈ S such that s′′ ⊂ V . Then s′′ is a union of less than µ left subsets, so s′′ contains a
left subset of cardinality µ. This subset is µ-resolvable by Lemma 2.6. This contradiction
shows that X is µ-resolvable if µ is a singular cardinal.
We assume that µ is a regular cardinal from now on. Let {µα: α < cf(µ) < µ0} be
a family of increasing regular cardinals whose supremum equals µ. For any subset Y of
X and a cardinal ν > s(X), let H(Y, ν) = {A ⊆ Y : A ⊆ Int(A) and A does not contain
a dense in itself set B such that ∆(B)  ν and s(B)  s(X)}. Then for any family
{Aγ ∈ H(Y, ν): γ < β} such that Int(Aγ ) ∩ Int(Aδ) = ∅ for γ < δ < β , it follows that⋃{Aγ : γ < β} ∈ H(Y, ν) since each Aγ is open in this union. So there exists the set
H(Y, ν) in H(Y, ν) with the maximal closure in Y .
Now let Uµ0,−1 = U and for each ordinal 0  α < µ, Uµ0,α be the set H(U \⋃ {Uµ0,γ : γ < α},µ0). Let the sets Uµα,−1 and Uµα,γ be constructed for all α < β <
cf(µ) and γ < µ, then let Uµβ,−1 = U \
⋃ {Uµα,γ : α < β, γ < µ} and for each ordinal
0 γ < µ,Uµβ,γ =H(U \
⋃ {Uµβ,δ: 0 δ < γ },µβ). For each ordinal β , 0 β < µ, let
Uβ =⋃{Uµα,β : α < cf(µ), β < µα}. ThenUα∩Uβ = ∅ and Uα ⊇Uβ for any α < β <µ.
Let Y =U ∩ (⋂ {Uα: α < µ}); if the set Int(Y ) is nonempty, then it is µ-resolvable since
Int(Y )⊆ Uα ∩ Int(Y ) for any α < µ. So by the assumption thatX is notµ-resolvable, there
exists a minimal regular ordinal β ′ <µ such that V = U \⋂ {Uβ : β < β ′} = ∅. Then for
all β > β ′ and α < cf(µ), Uµα,β ∩ V = ∅.
Let α′ < cf(µ) be an ordinal. Then for any ordinals α < α′ and 0  β < β ′, the set
Vµα,β = Uµα,β ∩ V does not contain a subset of dispersion character not less then µα
and of spread not greater than s(X). Hence for an element s of S in V and the cardinal
∆ = max{(s(s)+,µα′ } and an element s of S in V it follows that |s ∩ Vµα,β | < ∆ < µ
by Lemma 2.6. So the set Vµα,−1 = Uµα,−1 ∩ V is dense in V for all α < cf(µ). For
each α < cf(µ), the set Vµα+1,0 has a π -network of dense in themselves sets of dispersion
character not less than µα and of spread not greater than s(X). Hence it is the union of
the pairwise disjoint and dense sets V γµα , γ < µα by Lemma 2.6. For each γ < µ, let
V γ =⋃ {V γµα : α < cf(µ), γ < µα} and Z = V ∩ (
⋂ {V γ : γ < µ}). If the set Int(Z) is
nonempty, it is µ-resolvable since for any α < β <µ, V α ∩ V β = ∅ and V α ⊇ V β . So, by
the assumption, the set Int(Z) is empty and there exists a minimal ordinal γ ′ <µ such that
W = V \ {V γ ′ } = ∅. Therefore there exists a cardinal δ′ < cf(µ) such that W ∩Vµ′δ ,−1 = ∅.
We show that the set W is µ-resolvable. If Vµα,β ∩W = ∅, then α < δ′ < cf(µ) and
β < β ′ <µ. Let δ′ =max{µδ′, (β ′)+} and an element s of S be in W . Then for all ordinals
α < δ′ and β < β ′, the set Vµα,β ∩W does not contain a subset of dispersion character not
less than µδ′ so |Vµα,β ∩ s|<µδ′ (Lemma 2.6). So for P =W ∩ (
⋃{Vµα,β : α < δ′, 0
β < β ′}), |P ∩ S|  µδ′ × |β ′|+ < µ, hence W \ P is dense in W and any dense subset
of W \ P has a π -network of subsets of dispersion character not less than τ and of spread
not greater than s(X) for each regular cardinal τ < µ (Lemma 2.6). Therefore W \ P is
cf(µ)-resolvable: W \P =⋃ {Wα : α < cf(µ)} where Wα ∩Wβ = ∅ and W ⊆Wα for α <
β < cf(µ). Each Wα is µα-resolvable: Wα =⋃ {Wα,β : β < µα} where Wα,γ ∩Wα,δ = ∅
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and Wα ⊆Wα,γ for γ < δ < µα . Then the sets Wβ =⋃{Wα,β : µα > β} are disjoint and
dense in W , and this contradiction completes our proof. ✷
Corollary 2.9. If ∆(X) > ps(X) (in particular, if ∆(X) > s(X)+), then the space X is
maximally resolvable.
Corollary 2.10. (¬CH) If ∆(X)  c and s(X) = ℵ0 (in particular if X is hereditarily
finally compact), then the space X is maximally resolvable.
We recall that X a finally compact space if every open cover of X contains a countable
subcover. Unlike Lindelöf spaces, finally compact spaces need not be regular.
Problem 2.11. If CH holds, does there exist an example of a connected hereditarily
Lindelöf irresolvable space? A connected hereditarily Lindelöf SI-space?
We note, that there is no example of an irresolvable space X in any of these cases: X is
regular connected, X is regular of countable extent and uncountable dispersion character,
X is of countable spread and uncountable dispersion character.
Problem 2.12. Is a space X maximally resolvable (ℵ0-resolvable, resolvable), if ps(X)=
|X|?
Hewitt [9] called a dense in itself space X a MI-space (see also [2]), if every dense
subset of X is open; he showed that every MI-space is an SI-space. Malykhin [13]
proved that every MI-space X contains a discrete closed subset of cardinality |X|, that
is, pext(X) = |X|+. Therefore an example of a not ℵ0-resolvable space X such that
ps(X)= |X| would imply a negative answer to the following:
Problem 2.13. Does every SI-space contain a dense MI-space?
3. ℵ0-resolvability and extent-type properties
Lemma 3.1. If the space Y is a union of finitely many left subspaces, then for each regular
cardinal τ  |Y |, Y contains a (< τ)-closed τ -left representable subset.
Proof. Let a space Y be a disjoint union of left subspaces {Yi : 1 i  n}. For each subset
A of Y , let ai,α be the αth point of the set A ∩ Yi if such a point exist, otherwise let ai,α
be the empty set; let Ai,α = {ai,β ∈ A: β < α}. Let α0 = 0 and A0 = Y . For 1  i < m,
where m n, let αm = sup{(β + 2): β ∈ τ and |(Am−1)m,β |< τ }. If |(Am−1)m,αm)|< τ ,
let Am =Am−1; otherwise let Am =⋃{(Am−1)m,β : β < αm}. In both cases |Am| τ .
Let Y 00 = Y , β0 = 1 and for all i < p, where 0 < p < n, the set Ai be the union of
the nondecreasing family {Yβi : β < βi  τ } of closed subsets of Y and Ai ⊆ Ai−1 for all
0 < i < p. If |(Ap−1)p,αp |< τ , then Ap = Ap−1, so Ap =
⋃{Yβp : β < βp}, where we put
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βp = βp−1 and Yβp = Yβp−1. If |(Ap−1)p,αp | τ , then either αp equals the ordinal τ or it
is a successor ordinal. In the first case each of the sets (Ap−1)p,β has cardinality less than
τ for all β ∈ τ , so (Ap−1)p,β ⊆ Yβ
′
p−1 ⊂Ap−1 for some β ′ < β and we can put βp = τ and
Y
β
p = (Ap−1)p,β for β < βp. In the second case, Ap = (Ap−1)p,αp ⊆ Ap−1 and we can
put βp = 1 and Y 0p =Ap .
As |Ai |  τ for each 0  i  n, there exists a maximal number n′  n such that
|Yn′ ∩ An|  τ . Then Aj = An′ and |Yj ∩ An′ | < τ for all n′ < j  n, and therefore
n′ > 0. As |Ai ∩ Yi |  τ for all 0 < i  n, |Yi ∩ An′ |  τ for all 0 < i  n. Hence
|Yn′ ∩An′ | = τ and αn′ = τ . We will show that An′ is a (< τ)-closed τ -left representable
subset of Y . Let L= {0 < i  n: |Yi ∩An′ | = τ }. Then for S = {0< i  n: |Yi ∩An′ |< τ },
S = {1, . . . , n} \ L. For each Z ⊂ An′ , if |Z| < τ , then Z ⊆ Yβ
′
n′ for some β
′ < τ since
{Yβ
n′ : β < βn′ } is a nondecreasing system and |βn′ | = τ is a regular cardinal. So for each
ordinal γ < τ there exists an ordinal φ(γ ) such that γ  φ(γ ) < τ and
⋃{(An′)i,γ : 0 <
i  n} ⊆ Yφ(γ )
n′ = (An′)n′,φ(γ ). For each ordinal ∆ < τ there exists an ordinal ψ(∆)
such that ∆  ψ(∆) < τ and (An′)n′,∆ ⊆⋂{(Aj)j,ψ(∆): j ∈ L \ {n′}} since for each
j ∈ L \ {n′}, (An′)n′,∆ ⊆ Y∆
′
j
j for some ∆
′
j < τ . Hence |Yψ(∆)n′ | = |(An′)n′,ψ(∆)|< τ . Let
γ0 = sup{αj : j ∈ S} and γ∆+1 = ψ(φ(γ∆)), γδ = sup{γ∆: ∆< δ} for all ordinals ∆< τ
and all limit ordinals δ < τ . Then Y γδ
n′ =
⋃{Y γ∆
n′ : ∆ < δ} for any limit ordinal δ < τ .
To see this, let x ∈ Y γδ
n′ \
⋃{Y γ∆
n′ : ∆ < δ}. Then x ∈ Yk for some k ∈ L. It follows from
the definition of γ∆ that x /∈ ⋃{Y γ∆k : ∆ < δ}. Hence x /∈ Y γδk since Yk is a left space
and since Y νk = (Ak)k,ν for each ν < τ because k ∈ L. Therefore x /∈
⋃{Y γ∆
n′ : ∆< δ}
since
⋃{Y γ∆
n′ : ∆< δ} ⊆
⋃{Yψ(ν)k : ν < γδ} ⊆ Y γδk . This argument proves that the family
{Y γ∆
n′ : ∆ < τ } is a left-representation system for An′ . An′ is (< τ)-closed in Y since
{Y γ∆
n′ : ∆< τ } is an increasing τ -sentence of closed subsets of Y . ✷
Theorem 3.2. Let τ = |X| be a regular cardinal. Let µ < τ , and suppose that for each
element s of some π -network S of X, pext(s)  µ and |s| = τ . Then the space X is ℵ0-
resolvable.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then some nonempty open subset U of X is not ℵ0-
resolvable and is the union of finitely many left subsets. Hence each element s ⊆ U
contains a (< τ)-closed τ -left representable subset by Lemma 2.1, and therefore the set
tr|U |,µ(U) is dense in U by Lemma 2.5. By Proposition 2.1, the set U is maximally
resolvable, which contradicts the assumption. ✷
Proposition 3.3. If a space Y has a π -network of regular closed sets, the set trν+,ν(Y ) is
dense in Y , and pext(Y ) ν, then Y is ℵ0-resolvable.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Then some nonempty regular closed subset Y0 of Y is
hereditarily not ℵ0-resolvable, and is a disjoint union of finitely many left subsets.
For each n > 0, let Yn be the set trν+,ν(Yn−1). The set Y0 is a dense subset of itself and
pext(Y0) pext(Y ) ν since Y0 is a ν-closed subset of Y . Let for some n 0 the set Yn be
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dense in Y0 and pext(Yn) ν. Then Yn is the union of finitely many left subsets and from
Lemma 2.1 the set of all ν-closed ν+-left representable subsets of Yn is a π -network of
Yn. So by Lemma 2.5, the set trν+,ν(Yn)= Yn+1 is dense in Yn. Also pext(Yn+1) ν since
pext(Yn) ν and Yn+1 is ν-closed in Yn. So {Yn: n 0} is a decreasing sequence of dense
subsets of Y0. If for each n 0, the set Yn \ Yn+1 is dense in Y0, then the space Y0 is ℵ0-
resolvable. If for some m 0 and a nonempty open subset U of Ym, (Ym \Ym+1)∩U = ∅,
then trν+,ν(Ym ∩ U) = Ym+1 ∩ U = Ym ∩ U , so by Proposition 2.3, the space Yn is ν+-
resolvable. In both cases we arrive at a contradiction with the assumption, and so the space
Y is ℵ0-resolvable. ✷
Theorem 3.4. If a space X has a π -network of regular closed sets and ∆(X) > pext(X)
(in particular if ∆(X) > ext(X)+), then X is ℵ0-resolvable.
A countably compact dense in itself space which has a π -network of regular closed sets
is ℵ0-resolvable.
Proof. We can assume that X is an isodyne space. Assume the contrary to the first part of
the theorem. Then some nonempty regular closed subset F of X is not ℵ0-resolvable and
is a union of finitely many left subsets. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, the set trµ+,µ(F )
is dense in F , so F is ℵ0-resolvable by Proposition 2.3.
If X is a countably compact space, then ∆(X)  ℵ1 > ℵ0 = pext(X), so X is ℵ0-
resolvable by the first part of this theorem. ✷
Problem 3.5. Is a topological space maximally resolvable if it satisfies the conditions of
Theorem 3.4?
Problem 3.6. Is a regular space ℵ0-resolvable if pext(X)= |X|?
An example of a regular irresolvable space X such that pext(X) = |X| would imply a
negative answer to the following problem.
Problem 3.7. Does every regular SI-space contain a dense MI-space?
Hewitt [9] called a dense in itself space maximal if its topology cannot be refined
without some isolated points to appear. He proved that every maximal space is an MI-
space.
Problem 3.8. Does every (regular) MI-space contain a dense maximal space?
The conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied if X is a regular countably compact dense
in itself space. The following example shows that the regularity of X cannot be dropped or
weakened to the Hausdorff property.
Example 3.9. An Urysohn countably compact dense in itself isodyne irresolvable space.
Let Y0 be a Tychonoff isodyne maximal space of cardinality 2c. Such a space has been
constructed by El’kin [6]. Let K be the ˇCech–Stone compactification of Y0, and for each
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α, 0 < α < ω1, let Fα =⋃ {Yγ : γ < α} and Yα =⋃{S \ Y0: S ⊂ Fα, |S| = ℵ0}. Let
Y ′ =⋃ {Yα : 0 < α < ω1}, Y = Y0 ∪ Y ′, and let T be the topology on Y as a subspace
of K . Then (Y ′,TY ′) is an isodyne space of cardinality 2c and for any infinite S in Y ,
S ∩ Y ′ = ∅. Now let the topology T ′ on Y be obtained from T by adding the set Y0 to any
subbase of the space (Y,T ). It is clear, that Y ′ is a maximal space and an open subspace of
an Urysohn countably compact isodyne space Y , which therefore is irresolvable.
Malykhin [15] constructed independently another example of a Hausdorff countably
compact irresolvable space.
Corollary 3.10. (¬CH) If for a Lindelöf space X, ∆(X) c, then X is ℵ0-resolvable.
Corollary 3.11. (¬CH) A Tychonoff connected space of countable extent is ℵ0-resolvable.
Yaschenko proved in [19] that every locally connected Tychonoff space is c-resolvable
in ZFC.
Problem 3.12. If CH holds, is there an example of a connected Lindelöf irresolvable space?
A connected Lindelöf SI-space?
Proposition 3.13. If the set A=⋃{trν+,ν(Y ): ν < |Y |} is dense in the space Y , then Y is
resolvable.
Proof. For each point x in A, fix a cardinal νx such that x ∈ trν+,ν(Y ) and Aν = {x ∈
A: νx = ν}. Let {να: α < γ } be an increasing numeration of the set {ν < |Y |: Aν = ∅}. For
ν < |Y |, let Bν =⋃{Aα: α < ν} and C = {x ∈ A: x /∈ Bν}. The set C is dense in Y since
it equals the set
⋃{Aνα \Bνα : α < γ }.
Assume that Y is not resolvable. Then some nonempty open subset U of Y is a SI-
space and is contained in C. Let K be a lexicographic product γ × ω, x ′ ∈ C ∩ Aν0 and
G0,0 = {x ′}. Let for some (α,m) ∈K and all (β,n) < (α,m) the subsetsGβ,n ofC∩Aνβ of
cardinality not greater than νβ be chosen, and the function φ from Gβ,n into ω be defined.
Then the set Hα,m =⋃{Gβ,n: (β,n) < (α,m)} has cardinality not greater than νβ × |β|
νβ . If m > 0, let Fα,m = Gα,m−1 ∪ (Hα,m \ Bνα ). If m = 0, let Fα,m = Hα,m \ Bνα . In
both cases |Fα,m| να and, by the definition of the (ν+α , να)-trace, there exists a disjoint
family F = {Fx ⊂ U \ (Hα,m ∪Bνα ): x ∈ Fνα,m} such that for each x from Fνα,m, x ∈ Fx
and |Fx |  να . We define φ(y) = φ(x) + 1 for each y ∈ Fx and Gα,m =⋃F . By the
construction, |Gα,m|  να , so the sets Gα,m can be chosen for all (α,m) in K and the
function φ can be defined for all points of the set T =⋃{Gα,m: (α,m) ∈ K}. By the
construction, for each point x in the set Tn = {x ∈ T : φ(x) = n} there exists a subset
Fx of Tn+1 such that x ∈ Fx . Then Tn ⊂ Tn+1 for each n  0. Therefore the subsets
T p =⋃{Tpn : n > 0,p is a prime number} of U are dense in their union, which contradicts
the assumption about the hereditary nonresolvability of the space U . ✷
Theorem 3.14. If for each element s of a π -network S of a topological space X either
|s|> pext(s) or s is an infinite countably compact space, then X is resolvable.
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Proof. Assume the contrary. Then some nonempty open subset U of X is a SI-space,
and, from Proposition 2.13, the set
⋃{trν+,ν(U): ν < |U |} is not dense in U . It follows
from Lemma 2.5 that some nonempty open subset V of U does not contain any element s
of S such that |s| > pext(s). Hence V has a π -network of infinite countable countably
compact spaces. Since each infinite countable countably compact T1 space contains a
convergent sequence, each point of some nonempty open subset W of V is the limit of
a convergent sequence in W . This means that stℵ0,1(W)=W and by Proposition 2.3, W isℵ0-resolvable. This contradiction proves the theorem. ✷
Sharma and Sharma [18] proved that a Hausdorff space which has a π -network of
infinite compact spaces is resolvable.
Kunen, Szymanski and Tall proved in [11,12] that in [V = L] every dense in itself Baire
space (i.e., a space in which every open subset is the second category set) is resolvable (see
also the discussion in [4]). Using the method of Malykhin [14] applied to the Ulam matrix,
it is easy to prove that in CH every dense in itself space of countable Suslin number is
a union of countably many sets with empty interior. (In particular, every MI-space of the
countable Suslin number is strongly σ -discrete. This is a positive answer to the problem
of Arhangel’skii and Collins [2].) Therefore such spaces are resolvable by the remark of
Malykhin [14].
Lemma 3.15. A resolvable Baire space contains a dense Baire subspace whose comple-
ment is dense.
Proof. Let X be a Baire space and let X1, X2 be dense complementary subset of X.
Assume that for every nonempty open subset U of X, both U ∩X1 and U ∩X2 are not
Baire. Thus there are nonempty open subsets b1(U) and b2(U) of U such that b1(U)∩X1
and b2(U)∩X2 can be represented as a union of countably many nowhere dense sets. Then
V = b1(b2(X)) is nonempty open in X and it is a union of countably many nowhere dense
sets. This is a contradiction since X is a Baire space. So our assumption is not true, and
there is a π -base U of X such that for every U ∈ U , either U ∩ X1 or U ∩ X2 is Baire.
Let V be a disjoint subfamily of U whose union is dense in X. For every V ∈ V , pick an
index i(V ) ∈ {1,2} such that V ∩Xi(V ) is Baire and denote U ∩Xi(V ) by X(V ). Then the
set
⋃{X(V ): V ∈ V} is as required. ✷
Theorem 3.16. [V = L] A dense in itself Baire space is ℵ0-resolvable.
(CH) If a dense in itself Baire space has countable Suslin number, then it is ℵ0-
resolvable.
Corollary 3.17. [V = L] A regular pseudocompact dense in itself space is ℵ0-resolvable.
(CH) A regular pseudocompact dense in itself space of countable Suslin number is ℵ0-
resolvable.
By the definition, a regular space X is pseudocompact if every locally finite family of
open subsets of X is finite.
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